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voice still echoed in this gray space. 

“Huh?” 

“This is impossible. He’s only in the Yuraeceon First Rank. How could he 
break the Sealing Formation I set up?” 

The powerhouses of the Yaquis Sect were shocked. 

“Aren’t you guys going to go after him?” Nando’s face darkened as he 
ordered, “Sir instructed us to obtain Franciscus’ inheritance. Our sect has 
deep hatred against Franciscus and the Dark World. If we let him escape and 
go into hiding, he will pose a great threat to us once he rises.” 

Following Nando’s order, the Yaquis Sect living beings who were present 
immediately went after James. 

After using the Blithe Omniscience to escape, James dared not stay put. He 
put all his might into the Blithe Omniscience and kept using it to run away. 

He continued to traverse this gray space. 

A while later, he hid his aura and erased the aura he left in this gray space. 

Even then, he dared not let his guard down as the other party was a 
Superorthodox from the Ancient Genesis World. 

He continued to use the Blithe Omniscience to travel in the gray space. When 
he was certain that no one was chasing after him, he let out a breath of relief. 

He began to use inscriptions to contact Xzavion and the others. 

“Where are you guys?” 

Quickly, a response came. 



“We’re all together. We entered a Great Genesis World. This Great Genesis 
World is known as the Divine Genesis World. We don’t know its exact 
location, but you may sense the location of the inscription and come over.” 

After contacting Xzavion, James tried to sense the inscription in Xzavion’s 
hands. 

He successfully sensed it. 

Upon doing so, a map emerged in his mind. It was a map that led his 
inscription to Xzavion’s inscription. 

According to his senses, he needed to pass through many Great Genesis 
Worlds. 

“I unknowingly ran so far away. I’ll plan what to do after meeting up with 
them,” 

mumbles James. 

Then, he hurriedly traversed in the gray space and rushed toward the Divine 
Genesis World. 

James could not sense time in the gray space and was unaware of how long 
he had been traveling. 

Unknowingly, he had entered the Divine Genesis World. 

After entering the Divine Genesis World, he could finally sense the passing of 
time. He sensed that three thousand epochs had passed since he left the 
Dark World. 

James immediately sensed Xzavion’s location upon arriving and hurried over 
to the team. 

Soon, he appeared where everyone was. 

The team had found a spiritual mountain to settle down temporarily upon 
arriving in the Divine Genesis World. 

A pig and two people were gathered on the top of the spiritual mountain. 

Swoosh! 



At this moment, a ray of light landed and formed a figure. 

‘Teacher.” 

Stephen stood up excitedly. 

“How sad and frustrating!” Quattro shouted. “We were hunted down the 
moment we got out of the Dark World and obtained fortunes. How frustrating!” 

“By the way, what’s the background of the people who wanted Franciscus’ 
inheritance?” Stephen asked. 

‘They’re the Yaquis Sect of the Ancient Genesis World,” answered James. 
Then, his expression became heavy as he cursed, “When I rise and become 
stronger, I will go after the Yaquis Sect first.” 

“Become stronger? I don’t know when you’ll become stronger.” Quattro rained 
on James’ parade and said, “The Superorthodoxes of the Ancient Genesis 
World have powerhouses in the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank. 

Do you know what that means? Do you know how much stronger the peak 
Yuraeceon Daelm Rank powerhouses are compared to you?” 

“Get lost…” 

James raised his hand, and a powerful energy emerged from his palm. He 
sent Quattro flying away. 
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flying away from the impact. 

“I’m only telling the truth.” 

He pursed his lips and said, “You’re only in the Yuraeceon First Rank. You will 
only reach the Yuraeceon Xaelm and Daelm Ranks after the Yuraeceon Ninth 
Rank. Both the Yuraeceon Xaelm and Daelm Ranks have nine tribulations. 
Who knows how long it’ll take for you to reach the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s 
Ninth Tribulation? You might die even before reaching this cultivation rank.” 

James ignored Quattro. 



On the other hand, Xzavion appeared to be serious. He said, “What Quattro 
said makes sense. The gap between our strength and the powerhouses of the 
Great Genesis Worlds is too big.” 

“Yeah.” Stephen also nodded and said, “We experienced disasters in the Dark 
World. Our foundation is too weak. 

Perhaps we can only go against other Great Genesis Worlds by merging with 
Auroral Genesis World.” 

James took out the core of Igneous. 

This core was huge. It was the size of a house. 

The core contained a magnificent Genesis Power. 

James said, “This is Igneous’ core. Our cultivation ranks will increase after we 
absorb and refine it.” “It’s good stuff.” At once, Quattro’s eyes lit up. Hurriedly, 
he said, “Alright. Let’s all absorb and refine it. We’ll become stronger and do 
great things in the Three Thousand Great Genesis Worlds.” 

Meanwhile, Xzavion said, “I don’t think we should all absorb it. Genesis 
Powers are extremely rare. They only exist in the Genesis Worlds. When one 
absorbs a Genesis World’s Genesis, one will be hunted down by other 
Genesis Worlds. In my opinion, James should absorb it alone. He can 
increase his cultivation rank first. We will only take the other Genesis Worlds’ 
Genesis Powers when he becomes stronger.” 

‘Yeah.” Stephen nodded and said, “I agree.” Quattro was unhappy. 

“No, isn’t it better if we all absorb it and become stronger together? If we 
remain weak while Demon General becomes stronger, won’t we hinder him? 
Am I right, Demon General?” 

Eagerly, Quattro stared at James. 

Xzavion said, “Judging from the Genesis Power contained in this core, James 
will reach the Yuraeceon Seventh Rank after absorbing it. If we divide it, he 
will only reach the Yuraeceon Fifth Rank.” 

The higher the Yuraeceon Rank, the more Genesis Power was needed. 



Based on Xzavion’s speculation, if everyone absorbed it, James could only 
reach the Yuraeceon Fifth Rank. Besides, it would take a lot of time. Genesis 
Powers were extremely difficult to absorb and refine. 

In the meantime, James’ gaze landed on Stephen. 

“Teacher, why are you looking at me?” Stephen could not help but ask. 

James said, “I plan to give it to you.” 

“Huh?” 

Stephen was taken aback. 

James said, ‘You currently have the highest cultivation rank. You’ve reached 
the Yuraeceon Fifth Rank. If you absorb this core, you can reach the 
Yuraeceon Eight Rank, at least. 

We’re too weak. We need to create a powerhouse as soon as possible. That 
way, we can better survive in the Three Thousand Great Genesis Worlds.” 

Xzavion also looked at Stephen. After thinking for a while, he said, “I think that 
works. Stephen was formed by the Dark World’s Genesis Essence. He won’t 
face obstructions from absorbing the Genesis Power. The speed of his 
absorption will also be quicker. It’s best if he absorbs it.” James continued, 
“The Yuraeceon Eighth Rank isn’t enough. He needs to reach the Yuraeceon 
Xaelm Rank. Then, we won’t need to constantly be on the run when facing 
powerhouses.” 

“Fine!” Quattro compromised and said, “That works too.” 

Stephen did not refuse. He vowed, “I will absorb and refine it as quickly as I 
can. 

I will ensure you a better survival in the Three Thousand Genesis Worlds and 
help you find Ms. Thea, Teacher.” 

Meanwhile, Xzavion asked, “What do you plan on doing next?” 

After thinking for a while, James said, “We have to find more beasts’ cores.” 

Xzavion frowned and said, “Only beasts that don’t change forms will have 
cores. 



These beasts aren’t sane. They can’t become high-level living beings. They 
live in the cracks in the Genesis Worlds’ gray spaces. Besides, they’re 
powerful since birth. With our strength…” 

Xzavion was worried. 
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Scythe. 

Xzavion smiled and said, “I think it’s possible with the Judgment Scythe and 
James looked at Stephen and said, “Meditate in seclusion and absorb the 
core. 

I will also take this opportunity to meditate in seclusion and study Curse 
Magic. 

Once I comprehend it, I will use the Judgment Scythe to summon the evil 
power sealed in the Dark World.” 

James had obtained Franciscus’ inheritance, but he did not study it back then. 

Now, he needed to use this opportunity to study Curse Magic. He wanted to 
know how powerful the complete Curse Magic was. 

Based on Franciscus’ record, the complete Curse Magic was almost 
invincible. 

James set up a time formation in this place. 

Stephen began to meditate in seclusion and absorb Igneous’ core. 

Meanwhile, Xzavion took out a part of Igneous’ corpse. 

“This is great stuff!” Quattro looked at Igneous’ scales. At once, his eyes lit up 
as he said, “If these scales were used to create armor, its defense power 
would be awesome. This spine would also make terrifying weapons.” 

Quattro walked over, wanting to tear off the scales. 

Nevertheless, despite using his full strength, he could not tear the scales off. 

Igneous’ scales. 



“Darn it. This isn’t fair,” cursed Quattro. 

Xzavion responded, “Nothing is.” 

‘There used to be fairness,” snorted Quattro. 

“Alright. I will use this bone of Igneous to make a weapon for you. Go and look 
for some rare materials. We can make a stronger sword by combining them 
with the bone.” 

“Great. I’ll go and look for them now.” 

Quattro left excitedly. 

He was in the Yuraeceon First Rank. He could survive in the Divine Genesis 
World with no issues, granted he did not offend the powerhouses. Hence, 
James and Xzavion were not too worried about him. 

Xzavion began dealing with the scales and bones. 

In the meantime, James sat by the side in a lotus position and opened the 
seal in his mind. 

Once the seal was opened, the complete Curse Magic emerged in his mind. 
He began to absorb these pieces of information and comprehend the 
complete Curse Magic. 

He had cultivated Curse Magic before, though that was only the basis of it. 

Nonetheless, having the basics of Curse Magic helped him comprehend the 
complete Curse Magic with greater ease. 

Upon comprehending the Curse Magic, James’ aura changed. It turned evil. 

Black mist emerged from his body. 

His body was engulfed by the black mist and exuded evil power. The power 
made even Xzavion and Stephen tremble. 

Stephen, who was absorbing Igneous’ core, frowned and said, ‘Teacher’s 
aura is so evil that it’s terrifying. Is it really alright to cultivate this way?” 



“It should be fine.” Uncertainly, Xzavion said, “If it weren’t alright, something 
would have happened to Franciscus long ago. He wouldn’t have made 
enemies with the Three Thousand Great Genesis Worlds to protect the Dark 
World.” 
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Stephen and Xzavion were worried something would happen to James if he 
continued cultivating. 

Nonetheless, upon remembering that it was Franciscus’ inheritance and 
nothing happened to Franciscus, they believed that James would be fine after 
cultivating it. 

Stephen continued to absorb Igneous’ core. 

On the other hand, Xzavion continued to fiddle with Igneous’ corpse. 

Days passed. 

In the blink of an eye, an epoch had passed in the outside world. 

As for James and the others, a long time had passed in the time formation. 

An epoch later in the outside world, Quattro returned. 

His body descended from the sky and landed on the ground, crushing a 
mountain range. In dire straits, he got up from the ground and appeared in the 
spiritual mountain James and the others were in. 

“What happened?” Xzavion, who was idle, glanced at Quattro. 

At this moment, Xzavion sensed a large group of living beings in the distance. 
Their auras were powerful. There were many powerhouses in the Yuraeceon 
Rank. 

‘What on earth did you do?” Xzavion reprimanded. 

“I went to look for materials…” Inconfidently, Quattro said, “I didn’t expect to 
offend a Supersect of the Divine Genesis World and be hunted down.” 

“Piggy, come out.” 

Outside the spiritual mountain, a roar sounded. 



A middle-aged man in golden armor was in the lead. He held a Heaven-
Piercer Halberd and appeared domineering. 

Behind him were countless cultivators. The strong ones were in the 
Yuraeceon Rank while the weak ones were at the peak of the Transcendental 
Bliss Rank. 

The man in golden armor sensed a terrifying aura coming from the spiritual 
mountain ahead. He did not act hastily. Instead, he stood outside the spiritual 
mountain. 

Xzavion walked out of the time formation and appeared at the top of the 
spiritual mountain. Looking at the man in golden armor in the distance, he 
sensed that the man’s cultivation rank was around the Yuraeceon Third Rank. 

“What’s going on?” Xzavion had his arms behind his back. Even though he 
was facing a powerhouse in the Yuraeceon Third Rank, he was calm. 

The man in golden armor said, “That piggy barged into our sect and stole our 
sect’s treasure, the Genesis Crystal. He also took everything in our herb 
garden. 

We don’t want to make enemies with you guys. If you hand over the things 
that belong to our sect, we will retreat immediately.” 

“Xzavion, don’t you dare.” 

Quattro, who was injured, instantly said, “We aren’t in the Dark World right 
now. 

We’re in the Three Thousand Genesis Worlds. Nothing is reasonable here. 
The worlds here only look up to powerful beings. Just fight against them and 
make them retreat. There isn’t a need to negotiate with them.” 

“You’re right.” 

Stephen stood up and said, “In the outside world, one will be bullied if weak. 
We have to be more aggressive. We only have the Genesis Crystal. It’s 
nothing valuable.” 



‘Thank you.” Quattro gave Stephen a thumbs up and said, ” From now on, 
you’re my buddy. Since I’ve acknowledged you as my buddy, you have to 
protect me.” 

An epoch had passed in the outside world. Stephen had refined and absorbed 
Igneous’ core entirely. 

Previously, his cultivation rank was in the Yuraeceon Fifth Rank. 

Now, he had reached the peak of the Yuraeceon Seventh Rank. He was only 
a step away from the Yuraeceon Eighth Rank. Besides, his foundation was 
solid. 

If he were to go up against a powerhouse in the Yuraeceon Eighth Rank, he 
might have a chance of winning. 

Stephen stepped on the void and walked out of the time formation. Appearing 
in the sky above the spiritual mountain, he stared at the large group of living 
beings in the distance. 

‘What will you do if we don’t give them back?” 

Stephen’s voice sounded loudly throughout the area. He said, “They’re mere 
worldly possessions. Don’t take them too seriously. If you leave right now, I’ll 
pretend you never came. Otherwise…” 

The man in golden armor sensed Stephen’s aura. He could not help but 
frown. 

“He’s at the peak of the Yuraeceon Seventh Rank?” 

He took in a deep breath. 

‘Where are you from? Tell me your name. The Divine Genesis World isn’t an 
easy target. We have a backbone in the Ancient Genesis World. Please don’t 
attack your own people.” 

The man in golden armor’s voice was loud and clear. 

“Get lost…” 
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powerful force emerged from his sleeve. The army in the distance flew away 
from the force. 

Stephen did not use his full power. If he went all out, he could kill these living 
beings in one move. 

After knocking them backward, he descended from the sky. 

Quattro praised, ‘You’re amazing.” 

Xzavion also descended from the sky. He said, “Hand them over.” 

“What?” 

Quattro took a few steps backward. 

“The materials. If you don’t give them to me, how am I supposed to make 
weapons for you?” Xzavion rolled his eyes. 

“Alright.” 

Quattro immediately pulled out the materials he had stolen. 

Satisfied, Xzavion took them and began making weapons for Quattro. Using 
Igneous’ bones and the materials Quattro had stolen, he began to forge 
weapons. As he was forging them, he also added inscriptions of the Primevals 
from the Dark World. 

Unknowingly, a powerful Ancestral God Weapon was created. 

Quattro held the red sword and waved it about. 

The sword contained a powerful energy. It had the power of Igneous and the 
Primevals from the Dark World. 

“Not bad.” Quattro nodded and said, “I like it.” 

Meanwhile, Stephen looked over at James. Worried, he asked, “It’s been such 
a long time. Why hasn’t he come out of seclusion?” 

Xzavion also glanced at James. 



At that moment, James was entirely engulfed in the black mist. Several 
uncanny inscriptions could be seen moving in the mist. These inscriptions 
exuded an evil aura and had a strange power. 

James’ cultivation rank did not increase, but his aura was powerful. At the 
same time, it was evil. 

“He should be fine. Let’s wait a bit more,” said Xzavion. 

Time passed. 

In the blink of an eye, another epoch passed. 

An even longer time had passed for James in the time formation. 

Right then, James’ eyes shot open. 

The moment he opened his eyes, a strange symbol flashed across the 
deepest part of his pupils. James slowly stood up. The black mist around him 
returned to his body, and he withdrew his aura. 

Standing up, he stretched his muscles. 

Xzavion, Stephen, and Quattro stared at James. 

Stephen asked, “Teacher, are you alright?” 

James smiled and said, “Of course.” 

‘That’s great. Can we leave now?” Xzavion asked. 

“Let’s go. We’ll head to the gray space and look for the beasts born in the 
cracks of the Genesis Worlds. We’ll kill them and get their cores,” said James. 

However, countless living beings suddenly appeared within the area of the 
spiritual mountain, surrounding it. 

“It’s the Divine Sect.” 

Quattro’s expression changed. He said, “Who knew the Divine Sect would find 
us again after an epoch? It seems they’ve called powerhouses over this time.” 



James also saw the many living beings in the distance. One of them wore 
golden armor with the Heaven-Piercer Halberd in his hand. Next to him stood 
an elder. 

The elder wore a gray robe. He had a long beard. Although his hair was white, 
he did not look old. 

‘The Yuraeceon Eighth Rank?” James frowned. Then, he glanced at Stephen 
and asked, “Can you fight against him?” Stephen nodded. Then, he looked at 
Xzavion and asked, ” Can I borrow your 
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Sect arrived. This time, they brought a powerhouse in the Yuraeceon Eighth 
Rank along. This powerhouse had reached the late stage of the Yuraeceon 
Eighth Rank. 

On the other hand, Stephen was only at the peak late stage of the Yuraeceon 
Eighth Rank. There was a small gap between his and the powerhouse’s 
cultivation rank. 

Stephen. 

“Sir, it’s them.” 

The Divine Sect’s Leader pointed at James and the others in the distance. 

Slowly, the elder stood forward and stroked his beard. 

Looking at Stephen standing in mid-air, he said casually, ” Fellow cultivator, 
I’m the Emerald Sect’s Elder from the Ancient Genesis World. Where are you 
guys from? Why did you guys steal the treasures of the Divine Genesis 
World? Don’t you know that the Emerald Sect protects the Divine Genesis 
World?” 

‘The Emerald Sect? I’ve never heard of them before.” Stephen held the sword. 

Even if the opponent were in the late stage of the Yuraeceon Eighth Rank, he 
would defeat him easily. 

Stephen’s words instantly angered the Emerald Sect’s Elder. 

“You’re ignorant. I will teach you guys a lesson today since you’re all so 
arrogant.” 



Furious, the Emerald Sect’s Elder’s aura reached its extreme. 

He waved his hand, and a powerful energy surged. The energy formed a 
Sword Energy and slashed toward Stephen. 

The power of this attack was very strong. It was terrifying. Nevertheless, 
When the terrifying Sword Energy was about to land on his body, he raised 
the “What?” 

The Emerald Sect’s Elder’s expression changed. 

Countless Sword Energies emerged and filled the area. 

The Emerald Sect’s Elder used all his power and formed an invisible 
protective barrier before him. 

Boom! 

The area cracked open instantly. 

Immediately, the protective barrier before the Emerald Sect’s Elder also 
cracked. He was hit by countless Sword Energies and was covered in injuries. 

“Retreat.” 

His expression changed, and he quickly issued an order. 

The Divine Sect’s army retreated in a hurry. 

Feeling satisfied, he said,” Not bad. This is such a great sword.” 

“Give it back to me.” Xzavion walked over to him. 

James also walked over and said with a smile, “Not bad. You made the 
enemies retreat while chatting.” 

“Alright. Let’s not waste any more time and take off. I can’t wait to find 
powerful beasts in the gray spaces and obtain their cores.” Quattro walked 
over and glanced at Stephen. 

He envied Stephen’s powerful energy. 



Then, James and the others left right away instead of staying in the Divine 
Genesis World. 

After leaving the Divine Genesis World, they entered a gray space. 

The gray spaces existed in the cracks of the Three Thousand Genesis Worlds 
and countless Micro Genesis Worlds. 

In these gray spaces were some strange worlds. 

These worlds did not have complete Heavenly Paths. Instead, they had a few 
incomplete Paths. 

The beasts born in these worlds did not have consciousness and could not 
transform into humans. Nonetheless, these beasts were powerful. 

The powerhouses of the Great Genesis Worlds would enter the gray spaces 
and find these worlds. They would kill the beasts and obtain their cores to 
strengthen their Genesis Power. 
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World, James and the rest traversed the gray spaces rapidly. 

It was unknown how long they traveled. 

It seemed to be a short while but also a long while. 

All of a sudden, a spatial rift appeared. 

“It’s a spatial rift,” shouted Quattro. 

The rift flashed across the gray space. James and the others chased after it 
immediately and entered the rift. 

Upon entering the crack, an incomplete world appeared in their sights. 

The world was full of lightning. Lightning bolts filled the sky, forming a sea of 
lightning. 



Quattro felt uncomfortable upon entering the world. His physical power could 
not resist the spatial pressure of this area. Painfully, he said, “The spatial 
pressure is so strong.” 

Then, his body began to crack. 

“I can’t take this. Please put me in the storage,” shouted Quattro. 

Although the spatial pressure of this place was powerful, James could resist it. 

He waved his hand, and a powerful energy emerged and engulfed Quattro. 
His power absorbed Quattro into a small space it had created. 

“Dragon General, I’ll leave the rest to you guys. Please kill more beasts. I’m 
too weak. I can’t travel in the Three Thousand Genesis Worlds. 

After entering the safe space, Quattro leaned against a rock and began to eat 
an Empyrean Berry. At the same time, he gave James instructions. 

James ignored Quattro. 

“The worlds in the rifts are rare, each of them containing beasts. I wonder how 
strong the beasts are in this world.” Xzavion observed the heaven and earth of 
this place. 

Stephen and James also used their Zen to scan the place. 

Under their senses, they discovered a strange beast in the deep part of the 
lightning sea. 

The beast was not big. It appeared to weigh around one hundred pounds. 

The beast looked like a cat. 

It traversed the lightning sea and kept swallowing the lightning bolts. 

“What a powerful aura. It’s on par with a powerhouse in the Yuraeceon Fifth 
Rank.” Xzavion took a deep breath. 

Meanwhile, Stephen said casually, “I can kill this kind of beast easily.” 

“Let me.” 



James said, “I meditated in seclusion for a long time and have comprehended 
the first part of Curse Magic. I want to see if I can kill a beast on the same 
level as a powerhouse in the Yuraeceon Fifth Rank using Curse Magic while 
I’m only in the Yuraeceon First Rank.” 

Then, James took a step forward. 

Instantly, his aura reached its extreme. 

Black mist exuded from his body, and his aura turned evil. 

He raised his hand, and a strange inscription appeared in his palm. The 
inscription appeared above the beast’s head. 

Then, a powerful energy attacked the beast. 

“Buzz!” 

The beast was shocked. It made a sound before rushing toward James 
ferociously. 

The beast’s defense was terrifying. The Curse Inscription did not harm it. 

Fiercely, it pounced on James. 

At this moment, a scene in the deepest part of the Dark World appeared in 
James’ mind. 

It was a seal. It sealed a magnificent evil power. 

With a thought, James used the evil power from the deepest part of the Dark 
World. He used both the evil power and a strange Curse Rune. 

An uncanny power emerged and attacked the beast. 

The beast stumbled backward from the blow. A crack also appeared on its 
body, but that was all. 

Upon seeing that, James felt disappointed. 

“I thought Curse Magic was powerful, but this is all.” 



Xzavion rolled his eyes. “Stop bragging. You’re only in the Yuraeceon First 
Rank, while this beast is in the Yuraeceon Fifth Rank. You’ve already injured 
him. What else do you want? Do you want to kill this beast with your 
cultivation base of the Yuraeceon First Rank?” 
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asking for too much. It’s already amazing that you managed to injure a beast 
in the Yuraeceon Fifth Rank while you’re in the Yuraeceon First Rank. I bet no 
living being in the Three Thousand Genesis Worlds and countless Micro 
Genesis Worlds can do that,” said Stephen. 

Upon getting injured, the beast became furious. Fiercely, it rushed toward 
James. 

It was agile. As it ran, purple electricity rotated around its body. The scene 
was terrifying. 

“Teacher, let me.” Stephen was about to make a move. 

“No need!” 

James said, “I haven’t warmed up. Just stand to the side. Watch me kill this 
beast.” 

At this moment, James’ aura reached its extreme. 

He entered the Marciais Combat Form and the Third Primitive Form. In his 
bones, a primitive power emerged. It filled his entire body. He had never felt 
so powerful before. 

Gray electricity appeared around him. It was faintly visible. It looked gorgeous. 

James clenched his fists. Sensing the power in his body, he smiled. 

The beast was as quick as lightning. Soon, it appeared before James. 

Once it appeared, countless purple lightning bolts attacked James. 

James stood in the same spot and attacked these lightning bolts. 

His fists passed through these purple lightning bolts and appeared before the 
beast. He punched it. 



The powerful energy blew the beast away, but that was it. 

The beast’s defense was stronger than Igneous’. The beast only stumbled 
backward. It was not harmed. 

Swoosh! 

A purple lightning appeared out of nowhere and landed on James’ head. 

However, the purple lightning was blocked by the gray light on the surface of 
James’ body. Although it was blocked, James’ body was shot down from the 
sky. 

James took a while to stabilize himself. 

It was the first time they fought each other. In terms of power, James was still 
weaker than the beast. 

Even though he had entered the Third Form of the Marciais Combat Form, he 
was still not the beast’s match. 

Swoosh! 

At this moment, James summoned the Judgment Scythe. 

With the Judgment Scythe, his aura changed. 

Genesis World. 

On the other hand, the Judgment Scythe represented the darkness. It was a 
sword of the Dark Genesis World. After using this sword, one could use the 
evil power sealed in the deepest part of the Dark Genesis World. 

With the Judgment Scythe, James’ aura became evil. 

Simultaneously, the Judgment Scythe seemed to have a connection with the 
evil power in the deepest part of the Dark World. The magnificent evil power 
emerged from the Judgment Scythe. 

The power from the Judgment Scythe entered James’ body. 

It was James’ first time using the Judgment Scythe. He could sense the 
strength of the Judgment Scythe and how terrifying it was. 



At this time, several Curse Inscriptions appeared. These Curse Inscriptions 
were attached to the Judgment Scythe. 

James made a move and slashed the beast. 

A black Sword Energy surged. 

The Sword Energy was quick. It was so fast that the beast could not react in 
time. Its body was hit. 

The beast’s body was slashed into two. 

The beast’s Life Power instantly diminished. Then, the beast died. 

“Huh?” 

Stephen and Xzavion were stunned. 

“Haha.” 
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He put the Judgment Scythe away, and his aura returned to normal. Walking 
over to the beast’s corpse, he took out a core from it. The core was not big, 
but it contained a strong Genesis Power. 

The Genesis Power was stronger than the one in Igneous’ core. 

Xzavion and Stephen walked over to James. 

Xzavion gave James a thumbs up and said, ‘You’re awesome. You killed this 
Sword.” 

James smiled and said, “Of course. Using the Judgment Scythe and Curse 
Magic together isn’t easy. Besides, the Judgment Scythe can summon the evil 
power sealed in the Dark World.” 

Stephen said, “There should only be one beast in one spatial rift. The beast of 
this rift has been killed. We can leave now. We’ll look for other spatial rifts in 
the gray spaces and find more beasts.” 

“Mm-hmm.” 



Xzavion also nodded and said, “Let’s go.” 

They left this spatial rift. 

Then, they continued to traverse the gray spaces and look for more spatial 
rifts. 

The gray spaces were boundless. 

Even a powerhouse in the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank did not know how big the 
gray spaces were. They could not fully traverse the gray spaces. In the 
boundless gray spaces were countless spatial rifts. 

In these spatial rifts were many mythical beasts. They were the countless 
Micro Genesis Worlds’ currency. If one had a beast’s core, one could 
exchange it for an item of equal value. 

There were powerful and weak beasts. The powerful ones had a lot of 
Genesis Powers. Meanwhile, the weak ones had fewer Genesis Powers. 

The quality of the beast’s core was divided as such… 

In the Yuraeceon Rank, there were nine ranks, from the First Core to the 
Ninth Core. 

After that came the Xaelm Core. 

The Xaelm Core was also divided into nine tribulations. 

Lastly, similarly to the Xaelm Core, the Daelm Core was also divided into nine 
tribulations. 

Two people and one pig traversed the gray spaces rapidly. 

The two people were James and Xzavion. On the other hand, Stephen was 
meditating in seclusion and absorbing the Genesis Core in the space James 
created. 

Their plan was to train Stephen to become a powerhouse first. He needed to 
reach the Yuraeceon Xaelm Rank. 

Only after that would the others train to become stronger. 



This would give them a better chance of surviving the Three Thousand 
Genesis Worlds and countless Micro Genesis Worlds. 

“I feel like we’ve been traveling for a long time. Why haven’t we encountered a 
spatial rift?” Quattro grew impatient. 

Xzavion responded, “Although the gray spaces are boundless, spatial rifts are 
rare. Besides, several powerful spatial rifts are controlled by a few 
Superorthodoxes from powerful Genesis Worlds. They use these worlds to 
raise beasts. Once the beasts grow up, they will kill the beasts and harvest 
their cores until another beast is born.” 

“Yeah.” 

It had been a long time since they left the Dark World. 

James and the others tried their best to learn about the outside world. 

They now knew quite a lot about the outside world. 

They did not join any forces. Hence, the only way they could increase their 
cultivation ranks was to traverse the gray spaces and seek spatial rifts. They 
needed to kill the beasts and obtain their Genesis Cores. 

Without the Genesis Cores, they could only head to other Genesis Worlds and 
absorb the Genesis Powers in the Genesis World’s heaven and earth to 
increase their cultivation ranks. 

However, doing this was a taboo. 

If one entered a Genesis World and absorbed its Genesis Power for 
cultivation, one would be hunted down. 

Aside from that method, one could also head to the powerful Genesis Worlds 
and obtain the beasts’ cores by exchanging signature skills. 
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the gray spaces rapidly. 

In the beginning, they encountered a few Genesis Worlds relatively quickly. 

However, it had been a long time since they last saw a Genesis World. 



They knew they were far away from the Three Thousand Genesis Worlds and 
countless Micro Genesis Worlds. They had entered the depths of the gray 
spaces. 

Boom! 

In the distance came sounds of an intense battle. 

“Someone’s fighting,” said Xzavion suddenly. 

James also sensed it. He reminded the team, “Be careful.” 

“Alright.” Xzavion nodded. 

They advanced slowly. 

Soon, the battle came into view. 

An intense battle was happening ahead of them. A group of living beings 
surrounded a lady. 

Their auras were powerful. 

The lady’s cultivation had reached the Yuraeceon Eighth Rank. 

The living beings around her were in the Yuraeceon Ninth Rank. 

She was only in the Yuraeceon Eighth Rank, yet she could resist dozens of 
powerhouses in the Yuraeceon Ninth Rank. She was extremely powerful. 

The aftermath of the battle was terrifying. James and the rest dared not get 
close to the battle. 

The lady was already injured from the battle. Blood stained her white dress, 
and her hair was messy. There seemed to be a sword injury on her arm. 
Although she was using her power to heal the injury, it only worsened. 

At this moment, she was at a disadvantage. She could die at any moment. 

The lady sensed James and the others. At once, she shouted, “Fellow 
cultivators, please save me.” 

Nevertheless, James and Xzavion did not approach her. 



“Did you guys not hear what she said? Aren’t you guys going to help her?” 

Seeing that it was a beautiful lady, Quattro could not just sit back and watch. 

Unfortunately, he was too weak to help her, so he could only ask James and 
Xzavion for help. 

“Why don’t you go and help her?” Xzavion rolled his eyes. 

‘They’re too strong. All of them are in the Yuraeceon Ninth Rank. We will die if 
we help her.” James said, “Let’s go “ 

They turned to leave. 

“Fellow cultivators, please don’t leave. If you save me, I will share the 
Shahrzad Treasure with you guys.” 

In the distance, an anxious voice sounded. 

James and Xzavion exchanged glances. They were confused. They had no 
idea what the Shahrzad Treasure was. 

Nonetheless, they were moved. 

James looked at the space in his body and asked, “Stephen, are you going to 
come out of seclusion soon?” Stephen had been meditating in seclusion to 
refine and absorb the beast’s Genesis Core. 

“I’m almost done.” 

Stephen said, “I have almost finished refining this beast’s Genesis Core.” 
Then, Stephen appeared. 

He stretched his muscles. Delightfully, he said, “I have entered the Yuraeceon 
Eighth Rank. However, I need a magnificent Genesis Power to reach the 
Yuraeceon Ninth Rank.” 

James pointed at the battle in the distance and asked, “Can you save that 
lady?” Stephen looked over and discovered ten powerhouses in the 
Yuraeceon Ninth Rank surrounding a lady. Instantly, he frowned. Then, he 
turned to Xzavion and “Why don’t you use the Judgment Scythe? Why are 
you always using my “What are you scared of?” Xzavion rolled his eyes. 



“I’m afraid the evil power will backfire,” answered Stephen. Then, he entered 
the 


